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Holdings of Catholic-related records about Native Americans:

Inclusive dates: 1769-present
Volume: Approximately .2 cubic foot
Description: 63 collections include Native Catholic records:

/1 “San Diego de Alcalá Mission Baptismal Register”
Inclusive Dates: 1769-1799, 1800-1822
Volume: 1 volume
Description: Typescript.

/2-63 Photograph Collections
Inclusive Dates: ca. 1884-1948, n.d.
Volume: Approximately 100 prints
Description: 62 small collections (including 34 albums) with 1 or more prints of San Diego de Alcalá and other Franciscan Indian missions in California; a few also include American Indians; for more information, see “The Guide to the Photograph Collections of the San Diego Historical Society” by Gregory Williams, Journal of San Diego History, San Diego Historical Society, 1998.
B. C8, “Argall Family Photograph Collection,” ca. 1914-1950; San Antonio de Pala Mission
C. C12, “Walter Averette Photograph Collection,” 1920s-1940s; San Diego de Alcalá Mission
D. C15, “Harry Bishop Photograph Collection,” 1920s-1960s; several California missions
E. C20, “Andreas Brown Postcard/Photograph Collection,” 1880s-1970s; San Diego de Alcalá, San Luis Rey, and San Juan Capistrano Missions and American Indians

F. C31, “San Diego Convention and Tourist Bureau Collection,” 1950s-1960s; California missions

G. C36, “Edward H. Davis Photograph Collection,” ca. 1904-1940; San Luis Rey Mission and American Indians in Arizona, California, and Mexico

H. C42, “Early Photographic Print Collection,” 1870s-1970s; California missions and American Indians

I. C59, “Mike Hazelip Photograph Collection,” 1942-1950s; San Diego de Alcalá Mission

J. C60, “Vernon Heger Photograph Collection,” 1931-1950s; San Diego de Alcalá Mission

K. C65, “Lantern Slide Collection,” ca. 1910s-1940s; San Diego de Alcalá Mission and American Indians

L. C66, “Marion Plummer Lester Photograph Collection,” 1890s-1950s; San Juan Capistrano Mission

M. C67, “Virginia Lucas Slide Collection,” 1800s-1970s; San Diego de Alcalá and other California missions

N. C74, “Philip Middlebrook Photograph Collection,” 1882-1968; San Diego de Alcalá Mission


Q. C87, “Lee Passmore Photograph Collection,” ca. 1905-1935; California missions

R. C89, “P.E. Patterson Photograph Collection,” 1880s-1930s; San Antonio de Pala, San Diego de Alcalá, and San Luis Rey Missions and American Indians

S. C94, “Postcard Collection,” 1900-1980s; California missions and American Indians

T. C97, “Glenn Rick Photograph Collection,” 1946-1955; California missions

U. C102, “San Diego Public Library Collection,” 1880s-1980s; San Diego de Alcalá and San Luis Rey Missions and American Indians

V. C103, “Sanford E. Sanford Photograph Collection,” 1895-1910; San Diego Mission


X. C110, “Guy Sensor Photograph Collection,” ca. 1920s-1940s; California missions

Y. C111, “J.A. Sherriff Photograph Collection,” 1870s-1890s; San Diego de Alcalá Mission

Z. C119, “Elaine Sweet Family Photograph Collection,” 1870-1970s; San Diego de Alcalá and San Luis Rey Missions

AA. C120, “Stereocard Collection,” 1870s-1915; San Diego de Alcalá Mission

BB. C121, Louis and Delores Strahlman Photograph Collection,” 1850s-1930s; California missions

CC. PA 12, “A.G. Simmer's Vacationing in California Photograph Album,” 1940s; California missions

DD. PA 16, “Unidentified Photograph Album,” n.d.; San Gabriel Arcángel Mission

EE. PA 30, “Old Mission of California Lithograph Album,” 1902; California missions

FF. PA 35, “California Photograph Album,” ca. 1900; San Diego de Alcalá Mission
GG. PA 36, “San Diego Scenes/ Family Photograph Album,” ca. 1900; San Diego de Alcalá Mission
HH. PA 47, “California Mission Photograph Album,” ca. 1910s; California missions
II. PA 49, “Ira Shafer’s 'San Diego Pictures' Photograph Album,” 1905-1907; San Diego Mission
JJ. PA 51, “Maude W. Babcock Photograph Album,” ca. 1902-1903; San Luis Rey and other California missions
KK. PA 53, ‘24 Beautiful Views of California Missions,” ca. 1900; California missions
LL. PA 57, “Historical San Diego Report and Album,” ca. 1945; San Diego de Alcalá Mission
MM. PA 61, “Helen Dysart Photograph Album, 1944-1948;” San Juan Capistrano Mission
NN. PA 67, “Adobes Photograph Album,” 1930s; California missions
OO. PA 69, “San Diego Views Photograph Album,” ca. 1899; San Diego de Alcalá Mission
PP. PA 95, “Lee Passmore Photograph Album,” ca. 1918; California missions
QQ. PA 118, “Raymond G. Shirley Photograph Album,” 1904-1917; San Diego de Alcalá Mission
SS. PA 126, “San Diego Mission Photograph Album,” 1880s-1940s; San Diego Mission
TT. PA 134, “Charles Stedman Family Photograph Album,” ca. 1902; San Diego Mission
UU. PA 135, “Grandma Griest's Family Photograph Album,” 1902-1904; San Diego Mission
VV. PA 139, “Duchy-Thieme Family Photograph Album,” 1890s-1900; San Diego Mission
WW. PA 144, “Family Photograph Album,” ca. 1899; San Diego Mission and Native Americans
XX. PA 145, “San Diego Views Photograph Album,” 1903-1904; San Luis Rey Mission
YY. PA 149, “San Diego Views/Family Photograph Album,” ca. 1900s; San Gabriel Mission
ZZ. PA 166, “San Diego Views Photograph Album,” ca. 1900; San Diego de Alcalá Mission and American Indians
AAA. PA 181, ‘'Winter of Content' Photograph Album,” 1899-1900; San Juan Capistrano Mission
BBB. PA 187, “Family Travel Photograph Album,” 1915-1921; San Diego de Alcalá and San Juan Capistrano Missions
CCC. PA 207, “Nina Cottage and Other San Diego Scenes Photograph Album,” ca. 1910s; San Diego Mission
DDD. PA 209, “Chula Vista Family Photograph Album,” 1890s; San Diego de Alcalá Mission
EEE. PA 211, “Women in Hats Family Photograph Album,” ca. 1900-1910; San Diego de Alcalá Mission
FFF. PA 212, “Clarence James Morrison Family Photograph Album,” ca. 1910-1920; San Diego de Alcalá Mission
GGG. PA 226, A, B, C, and D “Woman's Clubs Photograph Album,” 1933-1935; San Luis Rey and San Juan Capistrano Missions and American Indians
HHH. PA 248, “Family Photograph Album,” ca. 1910s; San Diego de Alcalá Mission
III. PA 251, “Western Views by A.M. Reed Photograph Album,” 1908, 1924; California missions